To every tropical conic we associate a certain non-negative symmetric 3 × 3 real matrix. The non-diagonal entries of this matrix are metric invariants of the given tropical conic, up to translation. There exist proper and improper tropical conics, pairs of lines being a particular sort of the latter. We characterize those tropical conics whose associated matrix is tropically singular. Again, pairs of lines are among the latter.
Introduction
In recent years, there has been a growing interest in projective tropical geometry, [4, 5, 8, 11, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 21, 22, 23] . Some authors have searched for tropical versions of some classical theorems of plane projective geometry, see [19, 20] . Many of these old theorems involve conics and this has motivated us to make a thorough study of tropical conics.
This paper begins with the study of tropical conics from an euclidian point of view. It originated as an attempt to explain in full detail and give proofs for all statements given in example 3.4 in [16] . We introduce a triple of non-negative real numbers, (f + 2 , f + 4 , f + 6 ), which completely determines a tropical conic, up to translation. Given a tropical degree-two homogeneous polynomial P in three variables, one can easily compute these numbers, and then draw the tropical conic C associated to P (see procedure in p. 9). In the literature, one finds that the regular subdivision of the Newton polygon of P provides C as a graph, by duality. But this method does not determine C completely, since nothing is said about the precise coordinates of the vertices of C nor the lengths of its edges.
Tropical conics can be classified, according to the values attained by (f ). In particular, we characterize degenerated (also called improper) tropical conics (corollary 4). We also characterize pairs of lines in terms of these invariants (corollary 7). Pairs of tropical lines are degenerated tropical conics, but the converse is not true.
The values (f ) can be arranged into a 3 × 3 symmetric real matrix with non-negative entries. We characterize tropical conics whose associated matrix is tropically singular (lemma 4). These are pairs of tropical lines and one-point central conics.
On the other hand, it is known that every balanced weighted tree C d of a certain sort is a tropical curve of degree d > 0, see [12] . For d = 2, we give a procedure to find a defining polynomial P for such a graph C 2 (see p. 14).
Having studied tropical conics thoroughly, we address the question of irreducibility of degree-two homogeneous tropical polynomials in three variables. We give a procedure to determine whether such a polynomial is reducible, and we explain how to obtain a factorization, if there exists one (see procedure p. 13).
Some of the results in this paper have already appeared in [1] , while other are new. The idea of decomposing a matrix A as the sum of two matrices, trans(A) and shp(A) comes, somehow, from [9] and is developed in section 3. The factorization problem for tropical polynomials in one variable and the fundamental theorem of algebra have been investigated in [10, 6] .
We would like to thank B. Bertrand, A. Díaz-Cano and P.D. González for some helpful discussions about the material presented here.
Notations
Tropical conics are degree-two plane tropical curves and they can be defined in the affine setting or in the projective one. Tropical geometry arises when one works over T, the tropical semi-field. By definition, T is the set R ∪ {−∞} endowed with two operations: max and +. Tropical addition is max and + is taken as tropical multiplication. They are denoted ⊕ and ⊙, respectively. The neutral element for tropical addition is −∞ and zero is the neutral element for tropical multiplication. It is noticeable that a ⊕ a = a, for a ∈ T, that is, tropical addition is idempotent. However, there does not exist an inverse element, with respect to ⊕, for a ∈ T. This is all that T lacks in order to be a field.
Here, R + will denote the set of non-negative real numbers. For a ∈ T, we will set a + = max{a, 0} = a ⊕ 0, the positive part of a (an exception to this notation is d + i in p. 10). For a tropical polynomial P , the polynomial obtained by replacing every coefficient a of P by a + will be denoted P + . For a matrix A, the matrix obtained by replacing every entry a of A by a + will be denoted A + .
The tropical affine 2-space is T 2 , with addition and multiplication are defined coordinatewise. It will be denoted TA 2 . Here we can define translations and homotheties in the standard way. A translation depends on a vector τ ∈ R 2 and a homothety depends on a point in R 2 , called center, and a scaling factor ρ ∈ R, which we require to be positive.
In the space T 3 \{(−∞, −∞, −∞)} we define an equivalence relation ∼ by letting 
and TP 2 = im j 3 ∪ im j 2 ∪ im j 1 . The complementary set of im j 3 is the set
Similarly for j 2 , j 1 . It is easy to check that the set of interior points of TP 2 is equal to the intersection im j 3 ∩ im j 2 ∩ im j 1 .
We will use X, Y, Z as variables. Any exchange of the variables X, Y, Z provides a change of projective tropical coordinates. There might exist other types of changes of projective tropical coordinates but we will not consider them here.
Let us look at the map j 3 more closely. By j −1 3 , the directions given by the coordinate axes X, Y, Z in TP 2 are transformed into the directions given by the coordinate axes X, Y in TA 2 and the usual line X = Y . This is so because
, for x ∈ T. Moreover, the negative Z half-axis in TP 2 corresponds to the NE direction in TA 2 . We consider the euclidian metric in TA 2 . Notice that the composite maps j
The projective tropical coordinates of a point in TP 2 are not unique. In order to avoid this inconvenience, we choose a normalization. For instance, making the last coordinate equal to zero is a normalization. We call it the Z = 0 normalization and say that we work in Z = 0. For any given normalization, there exist a few points in TP 2 which do not admit it. This is the case for [a, b, −∞], for any a, b ∈ T and the Z = 0 normalization. To consider the Z = 0 normalization means to pass from the projective setting to the affine one, via j 3 . Other possible normalizations are Y = 0, or X = 0, or X, Y, Z all non-negative and, at least, one equal to zero, etc.
Matrices
All matrices considered in this paper are symmetric; therefore, we only write their lower triangular parts. We will arrange subscripts of matrices entries in an unusual way, taken from [16] . All subscripts will be taken modulo 6. To any symmetric matrix
with a 1 , a 3 , a 5 ∈ R and a 2 , a 4 , a 6 ∈ T we associate the following values in T:
Note that a 2 , a 4 , a 6 ∈ R if and only if f 2 , f 4 , f 6 ∈ R. If this is the case, we can define three more values in R:
so that
where U denotes the 3 × 3 matrix all whose entries are one. Now, let us prove some easy properties of such numbers.
Lemma 1.
If f 2 , f 4 , f 6 ∈ R and there exists i ∈ {1, 3, 5} such that d i < 0 and
Proof. We just show one case, the others being similar. Suppose
Note that the same assertion and proof are valid if all the inequalities are relaxed, i.e., if all occurrences of < are replaced by ≤. Next, we decompose a matrix A into the sum of two symmetric matrices, A = trans(A) + shp(A), where
(see [9] ). The entries of trans(A), the translation matrix of A, are real, while the entries of shp(A), the shape matrix of A, belong to T, in general. The meaning of this names will become clear later. To A we also associate the following points in TP 2 :
If not all a k equal −∞, for k ∈ {2, 4, 6}, then we can consider the point c(A) = [a 4 , a 6 , a 2 ]. We will simply write h, v, i, c if the matrix A is understood. In R 2 , the segment joining points a, b will be denoted conv(ab). Proof. In Z = 0, the coordinates of the points h, v, i, c are h
) and now all the assertions easily follow from the equalities (5).
A shorter way to put the preceding lemma is The tropical determinant of a 3 × 3 matrix is defined as follows:
where S 3 denotes the permutation group in 3 symbols. This matrix is said tropically singular if the maximum in the tropical determinant is attained, at least, twice. If A equals (1) then 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may suppose that f 6 = max{f 2 , f 4 , f 6 }. Then f 6 ≤ f 2 + f 4 if and only if f 6 ≤ s if and only if s = max{0, s, s, f 2 , f 4 , f 6 } if and only if the maximum {0, s, s, f 2 , f 4 , f 6 } is attained, at least, twice. Equivalence with
Tropical conics
be a homogeneous tropical polynomial of degree two. This means that a 1 , a 3 , a 5 ∈ R and a 2 , a 4 , a 6 ∈ T. The tropical conic given by P is, by definition, the set of points in TP 2 where the maximum is attained, at least, twice. A simple computer program (in MAPLE, for instance) may be used in order to sketch this conic, say in Z = 0. Soon we will see that we can dispense with the computer! It is well-known that C is a tree, (see section 6). It has six pendant edges, counted with multiplicity. This multiplicity is one or two. If we draw C in Z = 0, then C has two pendant edges in the W direction, two in the S direction and two in the NE direction, all counted with multiplicity. Moreover, C has, at most, four non-pendant vertices. The aim of this section is to give a metric description of this tree. Without loss of generality, we may work in Z = 0.
Let P be given. First, we make the extra assumption that a 2 , a 4 , a 6 ∈ R, so that lemma 3 holds true. To P we associate a symmetric matrix A as in (1) -here we must recall that tropical addition is idempotent. From A we obtain the points h, v, i, c, the matrix shp(A) and the real values
• The simplest case occurs when d i > 0 for all i ∈ {1, 3, 5}. Then, the points h, v, i, c are precisely the non-pendant vertices of the conic C and, from the equalities (6), we conclude that in Z = 0 they are joined by edges of lengths
To finish up with the sketch of C, we must add six pendant edges, as explained above; see figure at the end (in a separate file) line 1, column 3. We will say that this is a one-point central tropical conic; see p. 14 for an explanation of this and coming names. If we work in X = 0, (resp. Y = 0) we obtain other representations of such a conic; see figure at the end (in a separate file) line 1, column 1 (resp. column 2).
Notice that if C is a one-point central tropical conic, then its vertices h, v, i form a proper tropical triangle, as defined in [2] . This is so because the inequalities d i > 0 for i ∈ {1, 3, 5} yield the six inequalities on the coordinates of the vertices of such a triangle.
• The next case is given by the following condition: there exists i ∈ {1, 3, 5} with d i < 0 and f i−1 > 0, f i+1 > 0. Here we will talk about two-point central tropical conics. Three cases arise here, depending on the value of i:
Associated to A, we have the points h, v, i, c and equalities (6) hold. In a tropical conic C of type 5, we find that h, v are vertices, but i, c are NOT. Yet, the conic C has two other non-pendant vertices, denoted ch, cv and determined as follows:
The points i, cv, c, ch are the vertices of a usual square of side length equal to −d 5 . From h, v, ch, cv hang six pendant edges of C and such a tropical conic is represented in figure at the end (in a separate file) line 2, column 3.
In a tropical conic of type 1, we find the vertices v, i (from the matrix A) and two more non-pendant vertices, denoted by ci, cv and determined as follows:
A tropical conic of type 1 is represented in figure at the end (in a separate file) line 2, column 1.
In a tropical type 3 conic, we see the vertices h, i associated to the matrix A, but v, c do NOT appear. Two more non-pendant vertices exist in such a conic, denoted by ci, ch, and given by the following equalities:
A tropical conic of type 3 is represented in figure at the end (in a separate file) line 2, column 2.
Note that the exchange of the variables X (resp. Y ) and Z takes a tropical conic of type 1 (resp. type 3) into a tropical conic of type 5. Therefore, in order to study all two-point central conics, it is enough to study type 5 conics. Note also that the factor √ 2 (resp. √ 5) appears in edges of finite length and slope ±1 (resp. 
, for i ∈ {1, 3, 5} and f k = ρf ′ k , for k ∈ {2, 4, 6}, for some positive ρ then a translation followed by a ρ-homothety takes C into C ′ .
Definition 1. A tropical conic is proper if it is not the union of two tropical lines and all of its pendant edges have multiplicity one. A tropical conic is improper if it is not proper.
This definition is, only apparently, different from that in [16] ; see corollary 5.
Given a tropical conic C, let us suppose that two consecutive non-pendant vertices a, b of C collapse. Then another tropical conic C ′ appears. When a, b collapse, then the edge (of finite length) ab vanishes, i.e., C ′ does not have an edge ab. At the same time, if C contains parallel pendant edges e, f such that e is incident to a and f is incident to b, then e, f also collapse. This means that in C ′ , e is an pendant edge with multiplicity two.
Definition 2. Let C ′ be a tropical conic which can be obtained from C by successively collapsing one or more pairs of consecutive non-pendant vertices. Then we will say that C
′ is a degeneration of C.
The degenerations of one-point central or two-point central tropical conics are represented in figure at the end (in a separate file), lines 3 to 7, where a thick segment represents a multiplicity-two edge. These conics clearly satisfy (**) f 2 , f 4 , f 6 are all non-negative, (therefore d 1 , d 3 , d 5 are all defined) and, at least, two d i are non-negative.
Corollary 2. If A is a matrix such that condition (**) holds, then the tropical conic C given by A is a translation of the tropical conic C ′ given by shp(A).
Proof. Let d i , f k be the values associated to A and d
, 3, 5}, k ∈ {2, 4, 6}. Now, from theorem 1 and collapsing, we realize that these two tropical conics look identical, the only difference between C and C ′ being the position of one (and hence all) of their vertices. It is easy to compute the translation vector, say in Z = 0; it is τ = a 5 − a 1 2 , a 5 − a 3 2 ,
i.e., C = C ′ + τ.
As a consequence of the previous corollary, up to a translation, we can assume A = shp(A), i.e., in P we can assume a i = 0, for i ∈ {1, 3, 5}.
The next class of tropical conics that we will study are those having f k ≤ 0, for some k ∈ {2, 4, 6}, including the case f k = −∞. In particular, here we remove the extra assumption made in p. 6 and will deal with arbitrary homogeneous degree-two polynomials P in three variables. This means that P has a 2 , a 4 , a 6 ∈ T -some d i might not be defined. Here our goal is to show that no further shapes of tropical conics do appear.
Then the tropical conics associated to P and P + are equal.
Proof. We have
Let C, C + denote the corresponding conics. We show that the term
Moreover, letting f 2 tend to zero, the argument still holds, proving that max{2X, 2Y, X + Y, . . .} = max{2X, 2Y, . . .}.
Notice that f 4 ≥ 0, f 6 ≥ 0 play no role in the former proof; we have made such assumptions so that the conic C + is known to us. Therefore, the following corollary is true.
then the tropical conics associated to P and P + are equal.
Now, we give a procedure to sketch, say in Z = 0, the tropical conic C defined by an arbitrary homogeneous degree-two polinomial P .
• From P , compute the matrices A and shp(A) + and the translation vector τ =
• Draw the tropical conic C + given by shp(A) + ; it is either one-point central or two-point central conic or a degeneration of them. By corollary 3, the conic given by shp(A) coincides with C + .
• Translate C + by τ to obtain the tropical conic C.
In particular, the conic C is determined by the triple (f • If exactly two among f • If only one among f
is positive, then C has four pendant edges, two of them of multiplicity two. Then C is a double tropical line.
• If f ) determines which non-pendant vertices does C have, as well as the lengths of the edges joining them. Indeed:
are all non-negative, then C is a one-point central conic or a degeneration of it. These are precisely the tropical conics having tropically singular matrix shp(A) + .
•
Here, no further cases arise, by lemma 2.
The following are all direct consequences of our discussion.
Corollary 4. A tropical conic is degenerated if and only if
, f 6 are all positive and d i = 0, for some i ∈ {1, 3, 5}.
Proof. We can work in Z = 0. Let C be a conic satisfying the hypothesis. Say −∞ ≤ f 6 ≤ 0. Then f + 6 = 0, so that C has one multiplicity-two pendant edge pointing S, and then C is degenerated. On the other hand, suppose that f k > 0, for all k ∈ {2, 4, 6} and say d 5 = 0. Then C is a degeneration of a type 5 conic. The converse is clear.
Corollary 5. Every proper tropical conic is either one-point central or two-point central. And every improper tropical conic is a degeneration of a proper conic.
Corollary 6. The exchange of the variables X, Y, Z transforms proper (resp. onepoint central) (resp. two-point central) conics into proper (resp. one-point central) (resp. two-point central) conics.
To finish up this section, let us gather all we know about pairs of tropical lines. They are represented in figure at the end (in a separate file), lines 6 to 8. • There exists k ∈ {2, 4, 6} such that f k−2 = f k+2 > 0 and −∞ ≤ f k ≤ 0. Then we have f
Corollary 7. A tropical conic is a pair of lines if and only if d
Equivalently, the vertex c equals to just two among h, v, i in the matrix shp(A) + .
• f 2 , f 4 , f 6 are all non-positive. Then we have 0 = f clear that the reducibility of a polynomial causes the reducibility of the corresponding hypersurface but, in the tropical setting, the converse is NOT true, see example 3.
Let P = a 1 ⊙X ⊙2 ⊕a 3 ⊙Y ⊙2 ⊕a 5 ⊙Z ⊙2 ⊕a 2 ⊙X⊙Y ⊕a 4 ⊙Y ⊙Z⊕a 6 ⊙X⊙Z be a homogeneous degree-two tropical polynomial in three variables. We have a 1 , a 3 , a 5 ∈ R and a 2 , a 4 , a 6 ∈ T. Consider the associated matrix A = trans(A) + shp(A). Let us look at the following extreme cases.
Example 1. If A = trans(A), then
From the results in the previous section we deduce that the tropical conic given by P is a double line with vertex at c. In particular, (recalling that T is idempotent), we have 
for a, b, c ∈ R. Moreover,
and −∞ ≤ f k < 0 for some k ∈ {2, 4, 6}, then P is irreducible. Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that f 6 = max{f 2 , f 4 , f 6 }. Suppose that f 6 = f 2 + f 4 and take, for instance,
Corollary 10. Suppose that
2 . Then P equals the product (7). The converse is easy.
Given P , we compute the values f 2 , f 4 , f 6 and write
Arguing as in the previous section, we realize that P is irreducible if and only if shp(P ) is irreducible. Therefore, here is a procedure to determine whether an arbitrary tropical homogeneous degree-two polynomial P in three variables is reducible, and to obtain a factorization, in such a case.
• Compute the polynomial shp(P ).
• Decide whether shp(P ) is reducible or not, using corollaries 9 and 10.
• If shp(P ) is reducible, factor it, as in example 2. Then compute the vector
and translate the factorization of shp(P ) by −τ , to obtain a factorization of P . 
Example 4. Let
P = X ⊙2 ⊕ 12 ⊙ Y ⊙2 ⊕ Z ⊙2 ⊕ 7 ⊙ X ⊙ Y ⊕ 6 ⊙ Y ⊙ Z ⊕ 1 ⊙ X ⊙ Z.f 2 = f 6 = 2, f 4 = 0 and max{f 2 , f 4 , f 6 } = f 6 = f 2 + f 4 . Therefore the polynomial shp(P ) = X ⊙2 ⊕ Y ⊙2 ⊕ Z ⊙2 ⊕ 1 ⊙ X ⊙ Y ⊕ Y ⊙ Z ⊕ 1 ⊙ X ⊙ Z is= (X ⊕ 7 ⊙ Y ⊕ 1 ⊙ Z) ⊙ (X ⊕ 5 ⊙ Y ⊕ (−1) ⊙ Z) .
Trees
Let us recall some facts about trees; see [3, 7] for details. A graph G is an ordered pair (V, E), where V is a finite set of points, called vertices of G, and E is a set of cardinality-two subsets of V . The elements of E are called edges of G. The edge joining vertices u, v will be denoted uv. The degree of a vertex v of G is the number of edges of G incident with v. Degree-one vertices are called pendant vertices and edges incident to pendant vertices are called pendant edges.
A tree is a connected graph without cycles. A tree G = (V, E) naturally carries a discrete metric; it is the function d : V × V → N, where d(u, v) is the least number of edges to be passed through when going from u to v. If d(u, v) = 1, we say that u, v are consecutive vertices. The eccentricity of a vertex v is e(v) = max u∈V d(u, v) and the radius of the graph G is r(G) = min v∈V e(v). A vertex v in G is central in G if e(v) = r(G) and the center of G is the set of all central points in G. It is known that every tree has a center and it consists either of just one vertex or two consecutive vertices. This explains the names one-point central and two-point central, given in p. 6 and 7. It is known that a tropical projective plane curve C of degree d > 0 is a weighted tree of a very particular sort, see [5, 13, 14, 16] . Each vertex of C is determined by its tropical projective coordinates. The pendant vertices of C are precisely the points in C which lay on the boundary of TP 2 . There are 3d such vertices, counted with multiplicity. They are grouped in 3 families of d vertices each: d vertices have the X (resp. Y ) (resp. Z) coordinate equal to −∞. Every pendant edge in C has infinite length. There are 3d such edges, counted with multiplicity, and they are grouped in 3 families of d edges each.The rest of the edges in C have finite lengths. Edges in C may carry a multiplicity, which is a natural number, no greater than d. The multiplicity of a vertex is deduced from the multiplicities of the edges incident to it.
A tropical projective plane curve C can be represented in Z = 0 (or in Y = 0 or X = 0). More precisely, this means that we represent j It is known that every such balanced weighted tree is a tropical curve, see [5, 12, 13] . When d = 2, here is a procedure to find a defining polynomial P for such a graph C.
• From C, compute the values f + . Classify C according to section 4.
• From C, compute a symmetric matrix A, using unknowns if necessary. Then compute shp(A).
• According to the classification, solve for the unknowns. Substitute the unknowns in A and then obtain P . . Therefore, a 3 = 0. Then C is given by the tropical polynomial
